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Simplify Summer Event Prep with Command Party
Products
Get the party started with damage- and hassle-free decorating essentials

From birthdays and showers to barbecues and summer soirees, people will find any excuse to celebrate during
the warm-weather months. While hosts know that food and entertainment are important, getting the party
started begins well before the first guests arrive. The party décor welcomes your guests and creates excitement
and anticipation for what’s to come.

Command Brand from 3M – known for its damage-free organizing and decorating products – offers the
Command Party line of products to help hosts quickly transform any space for a celebration. Designed
specifically for party decorating, the products — including balloon bunchers and clips, banner anchors, ceiling
hooks, mini spring clips, light clips, clear mounting strips and refill strips — make setting up and cleaning up
easy and stress free, allowing hosts to focus less on party prep and more on being the life of the party.
Command Party products hold strongly throughout the celebration and remove cleanly afterwards without
damaging walls and surfaces until it’s time to reuse them for the next party.

No matter the occasion, party checklists should include these party starters:

Command Party Balloon Bunchers: hang clusters of balloons around the party entryway to make a bold
statement as partygoers enter and exit the room.
Command Party Balloon Clips: hang individual balloons quickly and easily with clips that feature pre-applied
adhesive to add bright pops color to any space.
Command Party Banner Anchors: string colorful garland and themed banners along walls and across doorways.
Command Party Ceiling Hooks: elevate decorations by hanging pom-poms from the ceiling to create a faux
chandelier over the dessert table.
Command Party Mini Spring Clips: display photo booth pictures to provide instant entertainment, spark
conversation and candidly capture the best party moments.
Command Party Light Clips: make your next party shine by easily hanging party lights anywhere without
damaging surfaces with clips that feature pre-applied adhesive.
Command Party Clear Mounting Strips: embellish walls with paper cutouts and create themed backdrops.
Command Party Refill Strips: reuse all Command Party bunchers, anchors, clips and hooks for any occasion.

Like all Command Brand products, the line of party products holds strongly and removes cleanly from surfaces
with no holes or sticky residue left behind. Find them in the party aisle at mass merchandisers nationwide. To
learn more about Command Brand, visit Command.com, and find us on Facebook
(Facebook.com/CommandBrand), Twitter (@CommandBrand), Pinterest (Pinterest.com/CommandBrand) and
YouTube (https://www.YouTube.com/Command).
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